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ABSTRACT  

Latest discoveries in the field of astronomy have been associated to the development of extremely sophisticated 
instruments. With regards to radio-astronomy, instrumentation has evolved to higher processing data rates and a 
continuous performance improvement, in the analog and digital domain. Developing, maintaining, and using such kinds 
of instruments – especially in radio-astronomy – requires understanding complex processes which involve plenty of 
subtle details. The above has inspired the engineering and astronomical communities to design low-cost instruments, 
which can be easily replicated by the non-specialist or highly skilled personnel who possess a basic technical 
background. The final goal of this work is to provide the means to build an affordable tool for teaching radiometry 
sciences. In order to take a step further this way, a design of a basic interferometer (two elements) is here below 
introduced, intended to turn into a handy tool for learning the basic principles behind the interferometry technique and 
radiometry sciences. One of the pedagogical experiences using this tool will be the measurement of the sun’s angular 
diameter. Using these two Ku band receptors, we aim to capture the solar radiation in the 11-12GHz frequency range, 
the power variations at the earth spin, with a proper phase-lock of the receptors will generate a cross-correlation power 
oscillation where we can obtain an approximation of the angular sun’s diameter. Variables of interest in this calculation 
are the declination of the sun (which depends on the capture date and location) and the relation between maximal and 
minimal power within a fringe cycle. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

 

This work will present the design of a very low cost interferometer which can be used for teaching purposes. The 
development of this interferometer was achieved in three steps: 

1. Proof of concept using a ROACH I1[1] platform. 

2. Migration to a cheaper digital back end card, in this case the USRP B2002. 

3. Final design based on a low cost and out of the shelf components. 

 

The purpose of the first step is to demonstrate the ability to: capture, down convert and coherently process signals 
generated by an astronomical source. The goal of the second step is to verify the possibility of adding the RF signals in 
the analog domain (using a RF splitter) and still have the interference pattern as a result. The final step is the design of a 
cheap interferometer based on the lessons learnt during the execution of the first and second iteration. 

 

                                                           
1 ROACH stands for Reconfigurable Open Architecture Computing Hardware. It is a standalone FPGA processing 
board. https://casper.berkeley.edu/wiki/ROACH 
2 USRP B200 is a single channel transceiver, able to operate in frequencies ranging from 70MHz to 6GHz. Further 
information in https://www.ettus.com/product/details/UB200-KIT 



 

 

 

One of the projects we intent to serve as a validation for the instrument presented here is the calculation of the sun’s 
angular diameter, the reasons behind this proposal are the low costs associated for a receiver able to collect radiation 
from the sun, its availability during the day for school experiments and its attractiveness to rise interest among young 
students into astronomical sciences. Our work is sustained by the theory behind the solar observation research[5][6][7]. 

 

2. SPECIFICATIONS 

 

The basic interferometer must be able to comply with the following: 

 

 Work without a highly directional antenna. Here, the goal is to avoid dealing with complex pointing 
mechanisms. Furthermore, the use of the LNB3 receiver without extra support is the final target. 

 Produce data with a minimum of 2 stations. 

 As an interferometer, the distance between elements must not exceed 2 meters. The goal is to accomplish the 
data transmission avoiding sophisticated elements and signal regeneration. In addition, this condition will make 
the timing reference distribution easier. 

 Keep the final cost as low as possible; the goal is to produce a system which can be made spending less than 
US$200 

 It must be able to work under a wide range of environmental conditions and must not be restricted solely to dry 
places for example. 

 The frequency range where the system will be sensitive is a fraction of the one associated to the band Ku4. 
Specifically, frequencies ranging from 10.7 GHz to 12.75 GHz. 

 

3. TARGET EXPERIENCES  

 
This project aims at demonstrating how it is possible to use the interferometry, or the measurements of the interference 
pattern for figuring out values like: 

 Diameter of the sun. 

 Rotation speed of the earth. 

The first two steps also allow extracting spectral information from the radio source under observation. Notwithstanding, 
and for the sake of simplicity, the final system will only provide results based on the signal total power.  

A system was selected to be able to process the signal coming from the sun since this source is strong enough for being 
detected by really simple devices. Faint sources require more sophisticated instrumentation such as a: higher bandwidth 
digital back ends, cryogenically cooled receivers, and a highly stable local oscillator. Additionally, a more complicated 
instrument will also require more complex software for recording the collected data and for controlling. 

For taking the needed measurements the elements of the interferometer will remain static and the rotation of the earth 
will provide a set of data which will finally be the input for figuring out the diameter of the sun and the rotation speed of 
the earth. 

                                                           
3 LNB stands for Low Noise Block. This is a receiving device which in the case of the KU band receivers (the ones used 
in satellite TV) has also embedded a down conversion stage. 
4 Ku band is the electromagnetic spectrum associated to the frequencies ranging from 12GHz to 18GHz. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ku_band 



 

 

Variables such as: receiver temperature, system temperature, and temperature of the sun will not be measured with the 
system proposed herein. This limitation comes from the fact that Ku receivers for satellite TV do not provide control 
over the amplifier gain.  

4. IMPLEMENTATION 

 

4.1 Frequency down conversion  

The output of a band Ku receiver for satellite TV produces a signal with the characteristics listed below: 

 Frequency range: 950[MHz] to 2150[MHz] 

 Power output -40[dBm] to 0[dBm] 

The final design must be able to process the output of the Ku receiver without any other kind of post-processing like: 

 Amplification 

 Down-conversion  

The LNB is sensitive to signals ranging from 10.700[GHz] to 12.750[GHz] with power less than -60[dBm] and its 
output is the result of a down-conversion process, see Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Internal diagram of the LNB. 

 

The signal processing inside LNB is composed, first with a selection of vertical or horizontal polarizations. A bandpass 
filter configured for Ku band is required to remove unwanted signals outside the range of 10.700[GHz] to 12.750[GHz]. 
The down-conversion is then performed by a selection of the LO signal to be used (9.75[GHz]/10.6[GHz]) by means of 
frequency divider selection inside the PLL process. The phase-lock loop is referenced by a crystal oscillator which is the 
piece we sustain the development of this work. With the product of the mixer stage based on the LO selection, an L band 
shaped bandpass filter is then applied, allowing us to always receive a spectra ranged from 950[MHz] to 2150[MHz]. 
Finally, the receiver decouples the generated IF signal from the DC line and injects it into the F connector output. 

 

The selection of polarization and Ku sub bands to be used (LO) in the circuit depends of the injection of DC voltage and 
the existence of a small frequency component (22kHz) into the F connector. With regards to polarization, the standard 
states that a 13V feed voltage should be supplied when the vertical polarization is requested - 18V for horizontal 
polarization. In case of Ku sub-band selection, no 22KHz is required whenever the lower sub-band is requested 
(10.700[GHz] to 11.900[GHz] using a LO of 9.750[GHz]) and an existence of 22KHz is needed to capture the upper Ku 
sub-band (11.700[GHz] to 12.150[GHz] using a LO of 10.600[GHz]). 



 

 

 

4.2 Common time reference 

As seen in Figure 1, the down conversion is achieved by multiplying the signal from the sky by a periodic signal. That 
periodic signal is synthesized from an internal oscillator which uses crystal quartz for producing the time base. Each 
LNB has its own crystal quartz, and even when the device were calibrated to resonate at a given frequency (in this case 
27MHz) frequency differences are expected to occur between two crystals which can reach a value of hundreds of [kHz] 
at the LO side. This difference will prevent to coherently add or correlate the output signals. Taking the latter into 
account, it is critical to have the same time source for both receivers in order to run long observations. 

 

Further illustrating this idea, and considering that receptors were externally fed, unmodified LNBs (as expected to have 
for an interferometry experiment) are shown in Figure 2. The power spectra for each LNB end and the expected result is 
seen in Figure 3. If a single tone in the Ku band is captured – as can be obtained through generation by using a 
transmitter as the output of an 11GHz generator –the projected spectra for each leg will be achieved, as can be seen in 
Figure 3 A and B. Since the time reference source for each receptor is not the same, their spectral components in the L 
band are not meant to be the same. The sum of both signals therefore, will be composed by the addition of each spectral 
line as shown in Figure 3 C. If for some reason, both crystals were working at the same frequency, the chances that both 
were working with no phase difference is even more difficult to find, even when oscillators have an inherent instability 
that will unlock any coincidental matching reference. 
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Figure 2. Untouched LNBs in original configuration. 
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Figure 3. Expected spectral results for LNBs and its sum in original configuration. 

 



 

 

A sample representation of this idea is shown in the instrument capture shown in Figure 4. The tones in this example are 
separated 100kHz, since LO frequency is set to 9750[MHz], the frequency divider to reach 27[MHz] reference oscillator 
is approximately 361.11, then the 100kHz frequency difference is close to 316.34[Hz] between each oscillator reference. 

 

Figure 4. Mismatching received tone from each contributing LNB in the combiner stage. 

 

An interferometry experiment will then require a common reference, allowing to have coherence between all receptors 
involved into an additional or correlation experiment project. Figure 5 shows a conceptual view of a coherent 
interferometer. In this case, both LNBs are synchronized to a common timing reference, therefore the signals at A and B 
can be added coherently by the S splitter, for making the overall system simpler, the LNB were powered up directly, 
therefore no bias tee were needed. 
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Figure 5. LNBs sharing a common timing reference. 



 

 

 

An artificial radio source was used for verifying the correct setup of the system described in Figure 5. Special care was 
taken at the time to route the cables needed for distributing the timing reference and the RF signal because length 
difference may introduce phase changes. 

 

In contrast from the independent reference setup, the common timing reference scheme injects an external periodic 
singal into each LNB by means of a divided signal applied after the generation of a signal reference with the same 
electrical features of the internal crystal quartz. the common reference will allow to coherently add the signal captured 
by the receiver. 
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Figure 6. Expected spectral results for LNBs sharing a common timing reference. 

 

Finally in order to verify the expected functionality, and the help of a spectrum analyzer, the splitter output was 
characterized and only one spectral line was visible, indicating that the signal addition was done correctly, see Figure 6. 
As an extra verification, the amplitude tone changes were checked as a function of the phase differences in the signal 
reception. 
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d) 

 

Figure 7. Snapshots of the LNB before and after remove and replace the crystal quartz. a) original crystal quartz, b) removed 
oscillator, c) cabled timing reference, d) LNB with added reference connector (golden SMA). 

 



 

 

For accomplishing the above, the LNBs were modified: their crystals quartz were removed and in their place an external 
periodic signal was injected. A few steps on how to convert an LNB to have external reference are displayed in Figure 7. 

 

The timing reference was provided in different ways depending on the current implementation: 

In the case of the ROACH I implementation, the 27MHz periodic signal was made by using the FPGA resources, 
specifically by using a PLL which allows to multiply and divide an input frequency. 

 

A signal generator was used as a time reference concerning the B200 implementation. This approach does not meet the 
original constraints established for this project (produce a cheap system), but it was handy for demonstrating the concept 
and allowing to continue making progress. 

 

In the case of the satellite finder and Arduino approach, the timing source applied is based on the same concept as done 
for B200. 

 

4.3 Signal filtering 

In the case of the ROACH I and B200 implementation the digital back end accepts a bandwidth signal lower than what is 
produced by the LNB. In specific: 

 ROACH I 400MHz 

 B200: 57MHz 

Therefore, a filtering step was needed in order to avoid aliasing in the case of the ROACH I digital back end. Figure 8 
shows how the sampling mechanism looks in the frequency domain for the ROACH I implementation. Due to the 
availability of ADC card specifications, we can capture spectra even from the third Nyquist zone[8] (Error! Reference 

source not found.Figure 8), considering the sampler frequency was set to 800MHz and the spectra is between 800MHz 
and 1200MHz. The B200 cards did not need such a filtering since it has its own adjustable filter and tunable local 
oscillatorError! Reference source not found.[5]. For implementing an interferometer only based in a total power 
detector, no filtering will be added and the complete bandwidth will be processed. 
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Figure 8. Sampling range for the ROACH I implementation. 

 

4.4 Implementation based on ROACH I 

As a first step towards to design and build a basic interferometer a ROACH I digital back end was selected for 
processing the received signals. This option was chosen because ROACH I provides a wide range of libraries which 
makes it easy to deploy a two stations interferometer.  



 

 

The final design is shown in Figure 9. The LNB timing signal needed for performing the down conversion is provided by 
the ROACH I board by means of spare SMA connectors (those SMA outputs are connected to the FPGA). The LNBs are 
energized by means of a standard bias tee. The RF signal coming from LNB, which is in L band (950[MHz] to 
2150[MHz]), is then filtered out to fit inside the third Nyquist zone as shown in Figure 8. Finally, the ROACH I’s ADC 
receives and digitizes the converted signal which is then processed in the FX pocket correlator[2] 

 

In Figure 10, it is possible to observe what the distribution is over the spectra of signal coming from the sky and passing 
through the different stages of the interferometer. 
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Figure 9. Block diagram of signal processing using a ROACH I as the digital backend. 
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Figure 10. Power spectra of the different signals involved in the ROACH I implementation. 

 
The RF spectra collected by LNB using the lower Ku sub-band is shown in Figure 10Figure 1.a, the resulting low-
converted frequencies out of the LNB are mixed with the LNB’s DC power line coming from the bias tee in Figure 10.b. 
After the DC line is filtered from the bias tee, the bandpass filter constrains the L-band RF portion leaving the spectra 
between 1000[MHz] and 1200[MHz], suitable for processing in the ROACH I board. 

 
4.5 Implementation based on B200 

In this implementation the down conversion mechanism described in previous sections remained the same, but in 
contrast to what was deployed in the ROACH I case. Here the signal mixing is done in the analog domain by means of a 
RF splitter. Another remarkable difference is the methodology used for powering up the LNB, in this case it was decided 
to directly energize the LNB and avoid the usage (and cost) of a bias tee. Furthermore, the ability of the B200 to tune 



 

 

frequencies in the range of 70[MHz] to 6[GHz] with a bandwidth of 53[MHz], allowed us to put aside the bandpass 
filter, with its corresponding savings. Finally, the addition of the IF signals is processed by the B200 card; this card 
allows to have access to spectral information and select a suitable channel or sub-set of channels for then finally be 
analyzed (the idea is to analyze time series). Detecting coherence using the spectral information provided by the B200 is 
not possible, since in this case that board was used as a spectrometer and not phase information of the spectra is 
available. Figure 11 shows a conceptual view of this implementation and Figure 12 shows the signal power as a function 
of the frequency in different stages of the interferometer made for this case. 
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Figure 11. Block diagram of signal processing using a B200 as the digital backend. 
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Figure 12 Spectra of the Signal A and B taken from the Setup Implemented for a B200. 

 
Since LNBs share the same local oscillator reference, the power mixture at a certain moment will only reflect the phase 
status between the receivers with respect to the position of the signal source at a particular spectral window. 

 



 

 

4.6 Implementation based on a “satfinder
5
” 

 The “satfinder” implementation is the cheapest of all the ones presented in this work. The main idea in this setup is to 
provide a system able to record the power of the added signal as a function of time. The time series must follow a 
“fringe” pattern as a result of observing the sun.  

The satfinder is just an RF power meter specially designed for satellite TV applications. It is easy to buy and cheap in 
comparison to other RF power meters. Another advantage is the internal impedance value which is the same as the one 
used by the LNBs. This makes an even simpler system. 

The satfinder was modified in order to have access to a voltage signal which is proportional to the RF input power. That 
voltage signal is then digitized by a 10bits digitizer embedded in an Arduino platform. 

Figure 13 shows how the final system looks like, and Figure 14 shows how signal power as a function of the frequency. 
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Figure 13. Interferometer implementation based on total power capture. 
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Figure 14. Spectra at the different stages of the "satfinder" implementation. 

4.7 Assembly. 

For the experience with ROACH I. the required RF components displayed in Figure 9 were assembled and housed in a 
dedicated enclosure called the RF box. The RF box is connected to the ROACH I board for passing the timing reference 

                                                           
5 Satfinder is a gadget intended to be used as a RF meter which allows to correctly point a dish TV antenna to its 
satellite. 



 

 

signals to LNBs and for providing the IF signals to the ADC boards. This setup was complemented with a 1PPS signal 
from a GPS for an accurate time recording. All the above plus auxiliary equipment like: power strip, network 
connections, and cables were deployed in a standard 19 inch rack as it is shown in Figure 15. 

 

Figure 15. LNBs in east-west baseline. 

 

Figure 16. ROACH I FX correlator GUI in action. 

 



 

 

A similar instrument setup was used for the B200 experience during sun observations, with the addition of the signal 
generator for the 27[MHz] timing reference for LNBs. The test made for satfinder experience was performed inside 
laboratory since no sun observation was undertaken. 
 
4.8 Software Development 

Communication with the ROACH I board is done by using a TCP-based protocol named KATCP[4], which was 
designed for supporting control and data retrieval at an adequate bandwidth. With the purpose of checking the 
integrity/coherence of the collected signal and capturing some specific spectral line of interest, we coded a graphical 
interface similar to the one used in ALMA (CorrGUI), which is able to display up to 4 autocorrelation signals (ADCs 
cards can capture two different signals at a time), or show autocorrelation, cross correlation power, and cross correlation 
phase for 2 selected signals by using the KATCP protocol. Figure 16 depicts the available information and options. 

 

For the B200 approach, the library resources developed in GNU Radio[9] were incorporated to this work as this Software 
Defined Radio (SDR) package is fully compatible for signal processing projects using B200. The collected power vs 
frequency data from the spectrometer project is then processed into a total power product for a specific time, with both 
LNBs locked at the same time reference, these product oscillations represents the phase changes of the received signal 
when the sun rays passes at different distances from one LNB to the other. The graphical interface with all the available 
options is presented in Figure 17, the application in the background collects observation data such as the PSD for offline 
analysis. 
 

 
Figure 17. FFT graph taken from GNU Radio. 

 

5. RESULTS 

5.1 Sun angular diameter with ROACH I 

Before we started the detailed analysis, and with the purpose to verify the receptors were properly receiving radiation 
from the sun. LNBs were configured to center its beam at the space where the sun will obtain its maximum elevation 
through the day, such information was obtained using proper latitude/longitude coordinates with the addition of the date 
of the experiment into an internet-based service to track the sun[10], the instrument were prepared early in the morning 
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If we zoom in time for a certain instant (as presented in Figure 19), we could calculate the period, measure 
maximum/minimum power levels, and using the following set of equations[6], it is possible to obtain the angular 
diameter of the sun: 

 

  (1) 

  (2) 

  (3) 

  (4) 

 

The results of plugging values collected from Figure 19 are seen at the right of that figure, according to the data 
presented in that period of time, the angular diameter should be 38.30 minutes, around 6 minutes from the exact value 
(32.55). 

 

5.2 Sun angular diameter using B200 

As did with ROACH I approach, a similar baseline as exposed in Figure 15 was implemented using LNBs, an example 
of collected data with B200 summed signals can be seen in Figure 20.a) and a specialized software to calculate the sun’s 
angular diameter based on the values inserted in the application’s fields is depicted in Figure 20.b). The data processed 
this time is hard to read, however if we focus the low frequency components in the signal we can get interesting values 
that helps the sun’s angular diameter calculator to reach similar results as obtained with the ROACH-based setup. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 20. a) PSD across time for a portion of the Ku band using a B200, b) Data-based sun diameter calculator software. 

 

The addition of high frequency noise in this result can be explained in part for the reduction of the Signal to Noise Ratio 
(SNR), since maximum B200 bandwidth is 56[MHz] which is more than 7 times the bandwidth of ROACH1 ADCs, 
such SNR is dependent of the quadratic of the bandwidth, therefore the B200 will perform worse than 49 times the 
performance of the ROACH I board. 



 

 

 

5.3 Power measurements of synthetic source using satfinder and Arduino 

The scheme proposed for satfinder and Arduino was performed entirely in the lab using the synthetic transmitter as 
described in Figure 13, we first tested the setup calculating the expected antenna movement for a defined baseline 
length, antenna separation from the central array and transmission frequency. For a distance from the transmitter to 
LNBs of 150cm, baseline length of 32.7cm and transmission frequency of 11GHz we found the antenna movement from 
generating from maximum power (LNBs in phase) until reaching the minimum power (LNBs in 180 degrees phase) is 
6.29cms. Our experiments shown that 6cms was obtained replicating this scenario, thus validating the power received at 
the Arduino board ADC is actually a measure of phase of LNBs. 

 

 

Figure 21. Power oscillations describing phase movements. 

 

The second experiment was simply a replica of the first experiment but moving antenna from maximum power into 
minimum power, as exhibited in Figure 21, each 2 seconds approximately, the power moves from a maximum into a 
minimum without significant noise in between. Our conclusion from this experience is we can rely on power 
measurement using a low cost equipment and still having a measure of coherence between receptors. 

 

6. FUTURE WORK 

With this base development, there is a solid ground to start further development into related-educational projects such as: 
(1) the measurement of sun temperature using known loads to calibrate LNBs, (2) characterization of antenna beam 
based on power trends over time, or even (3) making instrumentation costs more efficient by using basic commercial 
electronics. 
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